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In order to have good nulls throughout the entire MW band, it has been commonly believed that phased receiving 
antenna arrays consisting of two inverted L's, two verticals, two loops, or generally any two identical antennas 
suitable for MW reception should be separated by about 0.1 λ at the low end of the MW band (about 150').  I do not 
know the origin of the 0.1 λ separation condition, but measurements I made in the 1990's with inverted L antennas 
agreed with it.  I found that separations of inverted L antennas significantly less than 0.1 λ gave lower “left over” 
signals after nulling, especially at the low end of the MW band.  At that time I did not make measurements for other 
pairs of antennas, such as verticals, but merely assumed that the 0.1 λ separation condition applied to all other MW 
phased receiving arrays which used pairs of identical antennas.

A few months ago some new man made noise originating from my next door neighbor's house made it necessary to 
move one of my 15' (nominal) amplified noise reducing vertical receiving antennas and reduce the separation to 105'. 
The reduced separation concerned me, but fortunately “left over” signals after nulling were not decreased.  There 
matters remained until a few days ago when it occurred to me that perhaps the 105' separation between the verticals 
could be further reduced without degrading the nulls.  The vertical antennas used for these tests are described in the 
figure below.  The phasers used for these tests were a MW Phaser #2 and a 100 kHz – 30 MHz Passive Phaser; see 
The Dallas Files . 

First, 60' separation was tried, and the nulls were just as good as for 105' separation.  Some nulls were more difficult 
to adjust, but that was not a problem for my modified Misek phasers which have vernier “phase” controls.  Next, 30' 
spacing was tried, but nulls at lower MW frequencies were not good; “left over” signals after nulling were much 
weaker and in some cases virtually nonexistent compared to 60' (or 150') spacing of the verticals.  Then 45' (15' 
vertical and 30' horizontal) inverted L antennas were tried with 60' separation, but “left over” signals after nulling at 
were considerably weaker than with 150' spaced inverted L antennas, especially at the low end of the MW band. 
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Later I tried active whip antennas with 3 foot whip elements, including regular and simplified complementary push-
pull output active whip antennas, spaced 60 feet apart and their nulls were excellent throughout the MW band.  A brief 
description of one of the active whip antennas used for these tests is given below; see The Dallas Files for additional 
information about active whip antennas.  Be sure to read the parts about low noise AC-DC power supplies for active 
whip antennas, especially if you are a MW or LW DXer.

In conclusion, short verticals spaced 60' apart make excellent MW phased arrays, but inverted L's spaced 60' apart do 
not, and short verticals spaced 30' apart do not.  I recommend against phased pairs of loops for several reasons, 
including that they cannot be spaced closer than about 132 feet apart which is the spacing required by delay line 
phased arrays using two ALA-100 loop antennas.  Moreover, claims that phased loops or any other kinds of phased 
arrays are equal to beverages are simply nonsense.  Nevertheless, now we can enjoy excellent phased MW receiving 
array with considerably less real estate than before!    
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